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BEETHOVEN: Concer-to for Violin
and Orchatra in D Major, Op. 6l
Kyurtg-Ullha Chung; violin; Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, Kiril Kondrashin,

condustr
London LDR 1U,10 (Dl, $9.98

The seductive playing of the Vienna
Philharmonic is apparent from the
start of this performance, lovely tone
enhanced by the caressingly slow tempo set by Kondrashin. Unfortunately,
that same slow tempo also underlines
the way in which Chung picks her
way up her opening scale as carefully
as Busch did in his 1942 performance
(lGl 335). However, this careful open-

ing scale by Chung is immediately followed by an example of the purity of
her playing in the seventh and eighth
position on the E string. Nonetheless,
the overriding impression of the first
movement is of a general lack of vita!ity in Chung's playing that her white
tone with tight vibrato does little to
mitigate.
The larghetto is given a perform-

of great repose, but Chung's tendency to undercharacterize is again
ance

London does print the recording date
and location, thougkr. to be finicky, it
would be good to haye the days of the
sessions (rather than just the month),
the number of the major takes used,
and, in view of the number of deviations from the printed score, the edition used for the solo part. An insert
included with the record contains a
reprint of an article by R. W. Bayliff
t'tat first appeared in the Gramophone,
which erroneously, as this present record demonstrates, states that digital
recording is the sonic equivalent to
direct-to-disc.
IFAN PAYNE
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evident. as in the passage starting at
measure 20. which is marked staccato,
but which Chung plays with a definite
legato.
The lack of vigor and muscle in
Chung's playing hurts the most in the
third movement, which is played insipidly, with little vitality. The rondo
lilts daintily along and Kondrashin
compounds the problem by adopting
a slower tempo after the cadenza.
The recorded sound is well balanced,
with plenty of presence and all of the

instruments (including the soloist) are
well blended-too well where the homogenized woodwinds are concerned.
Some more sonic muscle from the
brass would have helped the rondo.
The liner notes by Bernard Jacobson are neither particularly long nor
insightful. There is no mention of the
cadenzas, which are by Kreisler, but
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BRAHMS I Concerto for Vialin and
Orchestra in D Maior, Op. 77
Pinchas Zuksrman, violin; Orchestra de
Paris, Daniel Barenboim,

ondustor

DG 2531 251, $9.98

BRAHMS: Concerto for Vialin and
Orchestra in D Maior, OP. 77

Alben Spalding, violin; Vienna Ton'

kii nstler Symphony Orchssffa, Wilhel m

Loibner, conductor
Varese Sarabande VC 81059, $8'98

Performances of the Brahms violin concerto have resulted in many farnous recordings; this new version by Zukerman
and Barenboim can stand with the best
of them. From the start Barenboim
draws fine playing from the Orchestre
de Paris as he leads them through a
slow, stately opening. This is followed
by tight. virile staccato from Zukerman
during his opening measures. Zukerman
continues with seductive tone and qui'
et gentle playing as in the pianissimo
statement of the first subiect at meas'
ure 120 and again at the piano state'
ment of the first subject Ets measure 136.
Despite the basically slow tempo of the
first movement, he plays with plenty
of panache when called for, as in the
passagework starting at measure 348.
After a lovely adagio the third movement is played as a rollicking rondo,
with plenty of accent on the giocoso
called for by Brahms.
From soloist, orchestra, and conduc'
tor, this is a fine performance that com'
municates love and care for the music.
The sound on the record is fine
enough, but a little fuzzy-edged, lrcking the clarity and richness that one
might expect from the best. Also, the
sound of the soloist is slightly more
reverberant than that of the rest of the
orchestra. Liner notes are in four languages, the English ones are by Joan
Chissell. No recording dates or location
are given.
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The major interest of the SPalding
performance is the fact that this Amer'
ican virtuoso was a stalwart of the re'
cording catalogues from Edison Cylin'
ders to LPs. Born in 1888, Spalding re
corded some two hundred Performances before his death in 1953, but
this new issue joins only one other
that is currently listed in either the
khwann or GramoPhone catalogues.
Unfortunately, this performance does
not live up to expectation. Spalding
was in retirement from the concert
platform at the time of this recording
and was to die within a few months.
The performance is straightforward,

ffi
with little subtlety of interpretation and
an insistant vibrato from the soloist.
However, Loibner leads some gutsy or'
chestral playing and the recorded sound
has a good integration of soloist and

orchestra.
The third movement is the most successful of the three, with plenty of emotional involvement by Spalding, whose
heavy breathing can be clearly heard,
as he strokes up a real fire in the buildup to the ff at measure 218 and also
during the poco piu presto.
Remington, make note of the fact
is taken from the
original 30-lPS tape, not from a 1S'IPS
copy used for the original release, and
the sound is indeed quite good, though
a little over-bright in the treble. Liner
notes are by Spalding himself and there
is a good note giving recording data.

that this mono reissue
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sensed a flat, two-dimensional image
that is less realistic than the airy (or
should I say "noisy") spaciousness of
a good analog disc.

(l am reminded of

the experiments with noise reduction
units where the removal of hiss is
perceived as a loss of highs; do our
ears need further education?) The
transparency of these recordings,
when combined with modern multiplemiking techniques, can lead to an
"over-focused" quality, where details
emerge much more clearly than in live
performance. Might we say digital
records don't sound realistic because
they are better than reality?
Shostakovich's Fifth is a good vehicle for showing off the possibilities of
digital recording. CBS's sound exhibits
the pluses mentioned above and the surfaces are very good. lnstrumental timbres
are captured faithfully, although the
violins have a fuzzy aura that lacks
sweetness. Balances are good, although
the slight tendency -.o spotlight solo
instruments spoils the impression of
having an orchestra in my living room.

note equals fifty and seventy-two re'
spectively. become approx i mately
thirty-eight and fifty in this performance.
The effort to impart meaning and make
a grand statement produces many lovely
details, but an unconvincing whole.
This is not at all a bad performance,
but it lacks the cogency of better
readings, among which are two which
carry special authority: Maxim Shosta'
kovich's (Angel SR401631 and Eugene
Mravinsky's (Vanguard VRS-6025, long
deleted). Mravinsky was a close associate of the composer and conducted the
prerniere of the Fifth in 1937; Maxim
is the composer's son and an excellent
musician in his own right. Neither Vanguard nor Angel, however, provides
very good sound, although the EMI
pressing (ASD 2668) of Shostakovich's

performance is excellent.
PAUL L. ALTHOUSE

All in all, though, the criticisms are
minor-this is one terrific demonstra'
tion record. lncidentally, CBS clQ!.lms
-"'d
this recording is Flayable"r-playback equipment."'

try to dispute their
that any reasonably

SIBELIUS: Concerta for Vialin and

cl

Orchestra in D Minor, Op. 47; Two
Serious Melodies, Op. 77-No. I Lntare anima mea, No. 2 Devotion (Ab

t

handle this record wr
cartridge, an Ortofon
20), is noted more for

'

strain.
Bernstein's performance of the symphony, unfortunately, is an uneven
altair. The second movement has an
attractive swagger, and the finale is
exciting and full of abandon. The first
and third movements, however, are
taken very slowly and sound inflated
and pretentious. The two maln tempi
in the third movement, marked quarter
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imo pectore); Tvva Serendes, Op.
No. 1 Andante Assi, No. 2 Lento

69-

Assai
Borb Belkin, violin; The Philharmonia
Orchestra, Vladimir Adtkenary, conductor
London CS 7181, $8.98

There is the popular image of the
young Jean Sibelius sitting beneath
tall pine trees playing his violin to the
scudding clouds; a musicmaker sitting
by desolate streams. Certainly Sibelius
said of himself that he was "a dreamer

American Record Guide
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and poet of nature" and this concerto
is quintessential Sibelius in that it
seems the embodiment of lonely landscapes, of "mysterious sounds of fields

and forests, water and mountains."
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Perhaps it is this atmosphere that accounts for much of the work's appeal.
Bagar and Biancolli put it well when

they wrote of the "brooding contrasts"
of violin and orchestra. The concerto
certainly gives the irnpression of being
a predominantly introverted work, of
remoteness and detachment, of "fire

without warmth." These are all qualities that are tailor-made for the partic'
ular talents of the brilliant young
lsraeli-Russian violinist, Boris Belkin.
Belkin is surely one of the more
important and stimulating young violinists before the public today. His
poetic and intensely personal readings
are in stark contrast to the more insistantly virtuoso playing of the mainstream of violinists on the concert
platforms today. Because of the individuality of his playing, his performances cannot help but be more closely
scrutinized than the more routine
readings of other virtuosi.

March
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The performance at hand certainly
indulges itsetf in the remote, detached
lyricism of the work, a remoteness that
is apparent at the beginning of the
performance, which is very slow, very
dolce and very distant. This sense of
distance seems to be electronically en'
hanced since the violin jumps to the
foreground around measures 16 and
17, with additional reverberation
added at the sul'G, measure 25. But
there are other, nonmechanical as'
pects of this performance that need to
be taken into account. There are some
lovely touches in Belkin's performance,
such as the tender articulation of the
G'sharp in measure 14. Not so felicitous
is the passage marked largamente (16
measures before figure 2, in the Eulenburg score) where the high note, (i.e.,

the third note) of each eighth-note
group is indicated to be stressed, but
Belkin places the stress on the first note
of each group. During this same passage the break between the G and D
string as the figurations climb the scale
is prominent and ugly, and there is neither authority nor call for a change of
bowing at the apex of the scale (8 before 2). Further on in the first movement, there is an excruciating change
of position in the middle of the tied
chords in measure 1? of the cadenza, a
point at which the facade of Belkin's
technique crumbles.
Belkin indulges his propensity for
slowing down the tempo at every opportunity, a tendency that almost
brings disaster at the passage starting
13 measures before figure I where the
form of the passage comes apan, and
we are presented instead with a series
of individual notes.
On the other hand, Belkin produces
an abundance of beautiful tone throughout the second movement and few contemporary viol inists-onlv lda Kavafian
comes

to mind-can

so lovingly feather
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down his or her tone as Belkin does for
an unwritten diminuendo before the
mf,8 before 1. The whole second movement adagio is given a performance as
beautifully restful as the stillness of a
landscape before the dawn.
ln the third movement the slurred
runs, one and two measures after figure
1, should still be dotted sixteenth and
thirty-second, and not equal sixteenth
notes-a difficult technical moment
that gives trouble to all but the most
proficient violinists. There follow a
number of further inaccuracies, that

there is no need to enumerate, but
which raise some questions about the
playing of this talented performer. The
first regards tempi. Belkin clearly qeeds
a stronger conductor than Ashkenazy
to hold the structure of the music together. The first movement of this concerto is marked allegro moderato, but
is played at more of an andante, the
second is taken at the marked adagio di
molto, and In the third movement Belkin's waywardness prevents the adoption of any basic tempo for the movement. Ashkenazy does his best to cope
and does produee some lovely moments,
such as ten measures before 10 in the

first movement where the Enigma-like
passage sounds more beautifully Elgar-

ord. A Belkin performance is always
seductive as he beguiles us with his
personal vision. I wish that he would

record more often, this is only the
third record since 1976 (Paganini Concerto No. 1 is on London CS 7019 and
the Tschaikovsky Concerto is on London CS 7076l,. But next time Ashkenazy should accompany him on the
piano in more classical works so that
Belkin has to play within a tighter
structure, rather than these Coloraturalike concerti where the orchestra has
to wait for him to land on the note so
that they can punctuate at the right
moment.
The recorded sound is slightly veiled
and does not have the clarity that the
same producer and engineer have managed to obtain in the same studio in
the past. Liner notes are by Max Harrison and the recording venue and year
is given.

IFAN PAYNE

TANEYEV: Suite of Waltzes by

*hubert

(see

Prokofiev)

ian than ever.

The second question regards Belkin's
technique. There are moments, such
as those mentioned above, when one
must question the solidity of his technique. Does all his artifice in fact hide
the lack of sufficient technique?
The Tva Serious Melodia, written
in 1914 and 1915, are attractive works,
lovingly played. The Two Serenades,
from 1912 and 1913, tend to meander
a little more, which the lack of urgency
in Belkin's playing does little to
mitigate.
No one who is interested in the art
of violin playing should miss this rec-
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WIENIAWSKI: Conceno No. I in
F-Sharp Minor for Violin and Archestn, Op. 14 lsee Bruch)
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